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Improve your English

**Spotlight plus**
Practise the language and grammar of Spotlight with the exercise booklet plus. For the pages in the magazine marked with this symbol **PLUS** there are additional exercises in plus.

**Spotlight Audio**
Enjoy interviews and travel stories and try the exercises on the monthly 60-minute CD/download. Look for this symbol **AUDIO** in the magazine.

**Spotlight in the classroom**
Teachers: this six-page supplement will provide great ideas for classroom activities based on the magazine. Free for all teachers who subscribe to Spotlight.

For more information and exercises, see:
[www.spotlight-online.de](http://www.spotlight-online.de)
[www.facebook.com/spotlightmagazine](http://www.facebook.com/spotlightmagazine)

**ABOUT THE LANGUAGE LEVELS**
The levels of difficulty in Spotlight magazine correspond roughly to The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages:

- **EASY** A2
- **MEDIUM** B1–B2
- **ADVANCED** C1–C2